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AN EXPOSÉ PRIMER OF UNIFICATIONIST SECRETS 
 
These secrets definitively clarify why we should condemn and repudiate all persons and organizations that 
are affiliated, (publicly or clandestinely), with the inherently-corrupt, LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM, (as 
defined in this Primer).  
 
As found AT: 
http://unificationist-primer.blogspot.com 
 
DEFINING TERMS FOR NON-MEMBERS 
This 40-minute Primer is meant to enlighten and empower NON-MEMBERS, as well as members of the 
Unification Church. Therefore, for the benefit of non-members who will read this Primer, here are some 
needed definitions of terminology and background realities:  
The Unification Church, (UC), was originally named the “Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of 
World Christianity”, (HSA-UWC), and its teachings are called Divine Principle, (DP). The UC and DP are 
just the foundation of all the numerous, wide-ranging organizations that are generally known as the 
Unification Movement, (UM).  
DP is extraordinarily convincing in clarifying and unifying seemingly-disparate and even mysterious parts 
of the Holy Bible. In addition, you will find that DP's "new hope" is the ONLY non-stopgap hope for all 
humankind's future well-being.  
DP biblically confirms that Jesus Christ’s mission was only partially fulfilled, which explains why Jesus 
said He would return in a “Second Coming”. DP also biblically ascertains that the "Second Coming" of 
Elijah was John-the-Baptist, who was a different man that, (~900 years later), inherited the uncompleted 
mission of Elijah. Thus, DP ascertains that the "Second Coming" of Jesus Christ is Rev. Sun Myung Moon, 
who has inherited (and fulfilled) the uncompleted mission of Jesus Christ. So this UC concept of the 
Second Advent Of Christ is not as crazy as it might sound, since it is biblically prophesied to occur in this 
way, with a different person being born, (just as Jesus was born of a woman), to grow up and fulfill the 
uncompleted parts of Jesus’ Messianic Mission. Thus, Rev. Sun-myung Moon and His Wife, Hak-ja Han-
Moon, have fulfilled the position of the universal “True Parents of all Humankind”, (TP), that Jesus was 
unable to fulfill, due to the Crucifixion by satanic means.  
The Most Reverend Sun Myung Moon is called “True Father”, (TF), and His Wife is called “True Mother”, 
(TM), in deference not to Their personal character or successes, (which are substantial), but to the 
historic, providential, and biblically-prophesied position of TP They have fulfilled. God needed to work via 
the position of “True Son”, (i.e. the original Adam, before “The Fall”), that was fulfilled by Jesus Christ. 
God further needs to work via the position of “True Parents”, (i.e. as Adam and Eve would have been, 
without “The Fall”), in order to fully accomplish “Restoration”, (i.e. Salvation), by showing us the ONLY 
non-stopgap, fully-viable way that all humankind can be enabled to bring back the biblically-defined 
“Eden”, which will be the literal “Kingdom of Heaven On Earth”. For an insider’s, complete exposé of the 
inherently-evil, LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM, see the DPES document AT:  
http://true-parents.blogspot.com 
 
BRINGING SECRETS TO LIGHT 
This amazing Primer is going to absolutely confound any and all UC members who read it, because the 
existence of this concise Primer is a miraculous, God-ordained breakthrough in the decades-long war to 
eradicate the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM and create a 100%-MEMBER-CENTERED UC/UM. It will be 
helpful for UC-members to be forewarned that they will likely pass through "The Five Stages Of Grief", in 
studying this Primer, because their self-image and their world-view will both "pass away", as it were, and 
will be profoundly guided to God's Viewpoint. Those five stages are: first "Denial", then "Anger", then 
"Bargaining", then "Depression", and finally, "Acceptance". So brace yourselves, dear members of the 
LEADER-CENTERED UC, and prepare yourselves for a jaw-dropping, liberating experience here, that is 
even more significant than the time you first understood DP.  
 
All members of the LEADER-CENTERED UC believe two things:  
(1)  that they have a complete understanding of how to properly pay “Restoration-indemnity” 
(2)  that they know what “God’s Will” is, for their lives, and for your life 
But this revolutionary Primer is going to turn those two beliefs upside-down and inside-out. This will be 
done by bringing to light some of Rev. Sun Myung Moon’s most important words -- words that have been 
denied, hidden and even suppressed for over three decades. In addition, a curiously-obscure, (i.e. hidden 
and suppressed), part of DP itself will give us a key understanding of “Restoration-indemnity” that all UC-
members have either missed or ignored.  



 
REVEALING PRIME-DIRECTIONS 
Before we discuss anything else, lets get one basic reality straight. UC-members’ greatest claim to fame, is 
that they are “following”, (i.e. obeying), TF, the Messiah. But are they? Here are four PRIME 
DIRECTIONS that TF has issued:  
 
[A]  His 1977 thru 1983 decree of the permanently-established mission, (i.e. “Home Church”), whereby 
each UC member MUST work, (within a 21-year deadline), in a 360-home area wherever he or she lives, to 
“win the hearts” of a MINIMUM of 84 people who will be strong, full-time UC-members -- (one speech 
AT): 
http://tparents.org/Moon-Talks/SunMyungMoon80/801214.htm 
[B]  His decree, on Oct. 28, 1981, that the UC/UM must immediately become 100% “MEMBER-
CENTERED”, and permanently end it’s “LEADER-CENTERED” mode, AS AT: 
http://tparents.org/Moon-Talks/sunmyungmoon81/811028.htm 
[C]  His proclamation, on July 1, 2000, that Unificationists must create an appropriate, comprehensive 
“Unificationist Constitution and Laws”, (Unif.-C-&-L), AS AT: 
http://tparents.org/Moon-Talks/SunMyungMoon00/SM000701.htm 
[D]  In His 2007 “15 Peace Messages”, (i.e. Pyeong Hwa Shin Gyeong, [Messages of Peace]), in Peace-
Message-5, He ordered that no one should tithe or donate to the UC/UM unless they could do so “with a 
joyful heart”, which meant that a “100%-MEMBER-CENTERED” UC/UM must be created, and no one 
should support the “LEADER-CENTERED” UC/UM any longer, AS AT: 
http://15-peace-messages.blogspot.com 
http://www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/SunMyungMoon-15PM/0-Toc.htm 
http://www.unification.net/peace_msgs/ 
 
We can assert without reservation, that the current, (May 2012), LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM is not 
teaching UC members to obey the above four PRIME DIRECTIONS from TF. In addition, it’s crystal-clear 
that members of this LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM are definitely NOT planning to EVER obey ANY of 
those four PRIME DIRECTIONS, because they have NOT taught their children to do so.  
 
So how does any current UC-member explain this? Well, they might claim, “That’s just old or 
misunderstood stuff -- I’m following what TF says NOW”. Here’s something TF said, that puts this in the 
proper perspective:  
In my “Book Review”, quote #9 reveals that on July 4, 1978, TF said, “I actually blame the leaders because 
they were responsible for explaining this to you.... ...When I made plans for home churches I made sure 
with heaven first that it was the right plan. I got assurance, not just once but many times, and God said to 
go ahead with it.... ...There is no excuse or compromise in restoration.... ...The path of indemnity is utterly 
serious.... ...I have explained everything to you in detail, so now if you still don’t follow it is no longer my 
responsibility. What can I do if you refuse to listen? It is only after you do your 5% that you can be 
connected with me. If I had not done my 5% I would not have any connection with God”. (DP clarifies that 
God does 95% for us, and to do our 5%, we must give our 100% effort.) 
 
So, TF’s current directions are founded on and determined by the refusal of the LEADER-CENTERED 
UC/UM members to obey even His most important past PRIME DIRECTIONS. That effectively discredits 
all current UC-members. When UC-members failed to obey His PRIME DIRECTIONS, Rev. Moon had to 
give directions that would cater to their unbridled arrogance and satanic hubris, to try to keep them 
“working hard” as so-called “Blessed CENTRAL Families”. But those current, (i.e. 2005 thru 2012), so-
called “CENTRAL” UC members will never realize that subtle reality of Rev. Moon’s directions, until they 
lose their satanic hubris and obey His PRIME DIRECTIONS. Only then, would they BEGIN to address the 
fact that UC/UM members are in the unenviable position of being the most evil people who have ever 
lived, because they have, (since Oct. 28, 1981), ignored, disobeyed, and even suppressed Rev. Moon’s 
PRIME DIRECTIONS for the sake of their own “CENTRAL” self-aggrandizement. That has meant that the 
norm in the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM is guaranteed to be reprehensible, and since they know DP, 
they have absolutely no excuse for the horrendous consequences they’re causing, by continually refusing 
to end the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM and create a 100%-MEMBER-CENTERED UC/UM as Rev. 
Moon directed.  
 
Wow...  
 
Of course, most 2012 UC-members do not believe they’re evil, because they’ve been “working” in the 
LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM. But one’s evil is measured not by one’s good intentions, or even by one’s 
sacrifices, but rather is measured by the degree and extent of EVIL CONSEQUENCES caused by one’s 
behavior. By any measure, the EVIL CONSEQUENCES caused by ignoring, denying, and even suppressing 
THE MESSIAH’S PRIME DIRECTIONS for over thirty years, are greater than any other EVIL 
CONSEQUENCES in all history, because they have self-importantly, ruthlessly DELAYED GOD’S 
HEALING PROVIDENCE FOR OVER SEVEN-BILLION PEOPLE! Therefore, LEADER-CENTERED UC-
members are indeed worse than Hitler, worse than Mao, worse than serial-killers, worse than all the most 
evil people who have ever existed.  
 
Wow... 
 



Spiritually speaking, we can actually compare this LEADER-CENTERED behavior to that of rapists, 
because there is indeed a parallel here that is quite revealing. It’s generally recognized that persons who 
have been sexually abused are the very ones who usually become sexual abusers as adults. In a parallel 
pattern, UC-members have been spiritually abused by earlier UC-members, who satanically manipulated 
their teaching of DP, so as to dominate and control the latter UC-members in satanically-motivated ways. 
If those latter UC-members do not “leave the UC”, then they buy into that pattern of dominating and 
controlling those they “witness” to. So it becomes clear that ALL UC-members have ignored, denied, and 
even suppressed Rev. Moon’s PRIME DIRECTIONS for three decades because those PRIME 
DIRECTIONS would prevent them from carrying out their malevolent intention to spiritually rape those 
they “witness” to, just as they were spiritually raped by half-truth lies, deceptively and satanically derived 
from DP. Obedience to those PRIME DIRECTIONS would also preclude UC members from physically 
dominating and controlling those they “witness” to, with so-called “training” and fraudulent “Restoration-
indemnity conditions”, such as fundraising and all manner of slavery and kowtowing.  
Within this parallel pattern, just as a rapist murders his victims like so much trash that’s become useless 
to him, the absolute rule and practice within the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM has always been to simply 
throw “useless” and/or non-subservient members out, which has amounted to spiritually murdering them. 
This reality has always been cloaked, disguised, and justified by the fact that the UC/UM has indeed (at 
times) been under specific forms of satanic attack that had to be countered and/or “thrown out”; but the 
full truth of this rapist, murderous tradition in the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM has yet to be clearly 
defined and exposed by specifically-elucidated testimonies of all those who’ve been “spiritually abused 
and/or murdered” by LEADER-CENTERED UC-members. Of course, ALL UC-members are 100%-guilty 
in this matter, by either their complicity or their condonation of LEADER-CENTERED crimes.  
 
Wow... 
 
DEFINITION OF A NEW WORD: “Indumbnity” is faux-indemnity, and is anti-Restoration 
suffering/sacrifice that promotes evil because it is NOT “as due”; true indemnity is Restoration 
suffering/sacrifice that promotes God’s Will ONLY because it IS “as due”, according to the 1973 DP. [See 
below, for a full explanation of the 1973-DP term, “(as due)”.]  
 
Those UC-members who have honestly acknowledged the incongruous satanic-nature of their situation in 
the UC/UM, (and have had the good character to act on it), have mistakenly “left” the UC/UM, 
(notwithstanding it is impossible to “leave” the Truth of DP, although one can ignore or defy it at one's 
guaranteed peril). Instead of "leaving", they needed to realize that we can carry the profound DP-Truth of 
the UC in our hearts, so our being a member of the UC cannot be controlled by any "official" organization. 
Then, they desperately needed to learn the meaning of “indumbnity”, and rediscover the PRIME 
DIRECTIONS issued by Rev. Moon. By fulfilling those PRIME DIRECTIONS, (and they need NO so-called 
“Central Figure” to do so, since they decide how their tithe is spent, in their own HC work), they will finally 
escape paying satanic-hubris “indumbnity”, and begin paying Providentially-aligned indemnity centered 
on true humility, by DEMANDING and FACILITATING the creation of a 100%-MEMBER-CENTERED 
STANDARD in the UC/UM, and by doing HC work in their own or their descendants’ 360-home HC areas.  
 
Wow... 
 
It appears abundantly clear that NO ONE is obeying any of those four PRIME DIRECTIONS. Ironically, 
their decades of complicit disobedience in these most crucial “Unif.-C-&-L”, Member-Centeredness, and 
360-home-HC-84 matters have invalidated their conditionally-granted UC marriages/Blessings, which is 
the one most important thing they want to claim they’ve attained. Rev. Moon emphasizes lineage as the 
most important thing, and He uses the word “lineage” 266 times in His “15 Peace Messages”. But you don’t 
have to be a genius, to realize that it’s infinitely better to have no children at all, (like Jesus, who’s been 
sitting at the right hand of God for two millennia, even though He had no children), than to have a 
condemned lineage of children who never even obey TF’s PRIME DIRECTIONS! By refusing/failing to 
emphasize the importance of these matters to their children, they are handing back their lineage to the 
satanic realm of the Fallen World, since they are also passing on the invalidation of their descendants’ 
marriages/Blessings. This reality must be the reason He said, on May 16, 2007, “The more you wish 
something from me the more conditions you should set up and follow up. Yet, there isn’t a single person 
who is doing that. There isn’t a single person who went beyond that hill. They are still at the bottom of the 
mountain saying, ‘Father take me with you’....”, AS AT: 
http://tparents.org/Moon-Talks/SunMyungMoon07/SunMyungMoon-070516.htm 
And incredibly, He did not exclude even His own genetically-related descendants from this failure, 
including even His son Hyung-jin, which He named as His only official, (conditional) “successor” on April 
19, 2008. Therefore, this Second Advent could all be for naught, if UC/UM members continue to disobey 
in these prime, most crucial matters. In a speech to a small group at Belvedere, (circa 1975), I heard the 
much-lauded David S. C. Kim, (i.e. Sang-chul Kim), say, “If this 2nd Advent of the Messiah does not 
succeed, it will be 18,000 years before God can send the Messiah again”. Whether David Kim was right, I 
don’t know. But I hope the full truth in this Primer and in my DPES document is heeded and implemented 
expeditiously. If it isn’t, the future is sure to include more suffering than anyone can bear to imagine.  
 
Wow... 
 
There must be lessons for us all in this situation, because Rev. Moon continues to allow these power 



mongers to “lead” the UC/UM, (just as Jesus allowed Judas to kiss Him). One lesson, is that these 
pretentious, treacherous, reprehensible power-mongers must be all that Rev. Moon has to work with, 
which begs the question, “Where are the strong, truthful, selfless saints who should be attending the 2nd 
Advent?”.  
Another lesson, is that God must be grieving, that LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM members have not 
“rebelled”, united, and rallied to create the valid, comprehensive “Unificationist Constitution & Laws” Rev. 
Moon has been demanding for years, which would provide the irrevocable protection, guidance, and 
accountability needed, to finally actualize the bless-ed unity of Unificationism for all humankind. 
According to DP, UC/UM members will HAVE to obey, sooner or later, and create the “Unif.-C-&-L”; and 
DP makes it ultra-clear, that every day we delay in this matter increases the curse on all humankind, which 
of course includes all UC/UM members.  
 
CORRUPTING THE TEACHING OF DP 
So what is it that’s made the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM so difficult to eradicate? Let’s discuss the 
Koreans. The first, (and hence, the most influential), UC members are Korean, because Rev. Moon was 
born and raised in Korea. However, you need to understand that, (philosophically speaking), Rev. Sun 
Myung Moon is no longer a “Korean man”, but is instead a “World man”, because He has allowed His 
Messianic Mission to lead Him away from the worst habits of His “Korean-ness”. And what are those 
habits? Well, let’s just say that Koreans can be avaricious power-mongers and are born plotters. They also 
tend to mistakenly believe that the world owes them a living, (due to the tribulations that have beset them 
in Korea), so their gall has no limits, as they deceive and exploit you with half-truth lies derived from DP. 
Since Koreans are innately self-justifying, they tend to secretly foster certain ruthless, cowardly segments 
of their society who will use any means possible against those they target as adversaries, (and this includes 
using weaponized, debilitating, incurable diseases, because there's almost no chance of being caught for 
doing so).  
 
Since DP asserts the (conditional) glorification of Korea, (and of Koreans), the Korean UC-members were 
proud to promote DP, and regrettably, Rev. Moon has never succeeded in convincing them to completely 
control their avaricious, power-mongering, scheming nature in the UC/UM. This is not to say that UC-
member Koreans are totally evil, but the Korean men who were appointed to positions of power in the 
UC/UM have had to contend with these demons in their souls. After over five decades, we can finally say 
that it’s been a losing battle and the demons have won, thus maintaining the LEADER-CENTERED 
UC/UM.  
 
The crimes these Koreans committed are heinous beyond belief. They actually secretly withheld entire 
speeches, and deleted certain crucial parts of speeches that Rev. Moon had spoken, when they published 
official UC/(HSA-UWC) compilations of His past speeches IN THE ORIGINAL KOREAN LANGUAGE, 
beginning in the early 1990s. Interestingly enough, their heinous crimes were proven by referring to a 
1983 book published in English, (i.e. “Home Church”, ISBN 0-910621-21-7), in my “Book Review”, which 
was created by 1990, and expanded to include comparisons to the Korean-language compilations by circa 
1995, as at: 
http://www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Talks/Fleming/Fleming-040520.htm 
AND 
http://web.archive.org/web/20001205073300/www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Talks/Fleming/0-
Toc.htm 
 
Then, in 1996, Chung Hwan Kwak controlled the publishing of a “new” Divine Principle book, (the 
“Translation Committee” that worked for Kwak remains strangely anonymous, even to this day), which 
subtly altered or deleted key parts of the original 1954-to-1973 DP book. That 1973 DP strangely had no 
ISBN number, but had a “Library of Congress Catalog Number 73-86259”, and, (as of May 2012), is still 
found at: 
http://www.tparents.org/library/unification/books/dp73/DP73-toc.htm 
AND 
http://www.unification.net/dp73/ 
 
The “Kwak-ized”, 1996 so-called “Exposition of the Divine Principle”, (ISBN 0-91621-80-2), deleted the 
term, “(as due)”, from DP, and it turns out that “as due” are the two most important words in DP. But that 
“(as due)” had been deleted from EVERY subsequent form of DP ever published by the UC/(HSA-UWC) 
since 1973. Can you guess why the “(as due)” was deleted?  
 
How can we fully, accurately assess the UC-Koreans’ motives, in these heinous, criminal, manipulatory 
deletions? It’s difficult to define such motives precisely and completely, but it’s obvious and even crystal-
clear that avaricious power-mongering and self-serving plotting are involved in those deletions, if you 
carefully study the content in my “Book Review” and in the DPES document, as at: 
http://www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Talks/Fleming/Fleming-040520.htm 
http://web.archive.org/web/20001205073300/www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Talks/Fleming/0-
Toc.htm 
AND AT: 
http://true-parents.blogspot.com 
The original 1973 DP-book clarified that suffering/sacrifice must be “(as due)”, [i.e. the contextual 
meaning is “(IF it is due)”], to qualify as “restoration indemnity”. Those two most important words in DP, 



namely, “(as due)”, are under the Heading: 
[(3) Resurrection through Second Coming of Spirit Men Outside of Paradise] 
, which is found at: 
http://tparents.org/library/religion/cta/ch/ch2/CH21/dp73-1-5.htm#2.3.3 
http://www.tparents.org/library/unification/books/dp73/DP73-1-5.html 
http://www.unification.net/dp73/dp73-1-5.html#2.3.3 
That same passage clarifies that we need only “GLADLY ENDURE”, to fulfill conditions for (as due) 
“Restoration”. So the burning question has to be, “How can I tell, whether any potential suffering I 
encounter is “due” or is “not due” to me? Bear in mind that this is a deadly serious issue, because our 
failure to avoid suffering that is “not due” to us, will mean that we end up wasting time and energy that we 
should have spent on doing God’s Will, (i.e. on paying “as due” indemnity).  
 
Since “(as due)” refers to paying God-centered indemnity/sacrifices, which is the bedrock core of DP’s 
authority and value, this disqualification of specific sacrifices is earth-shattering and mind-blowing, to 
anyone who fully understands its dumbfounding moral-implications. And especially to UC-members, 
(who are invariably so absolutely cocksure they understand “indemnity”), discovering this “(as-due)/(IF-
it-is-due)” clause in Divine Principle is utterly cataclysmic, because it calls into doubt whether ANY of the 
sacrifices they’ve made in the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM were actually “valid indemnity”, or even 
God-centered in any way! It leads us to believe that they’ve limited themselves to paying “indumbnity”, 
because they’ve refused to obey TF’s PRIME DIRECTIONS!  
 
But this situation in the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM is not really that simplistic, since Rev. Moon would 
not give directions to pay indumbnity, which is 100%-satanic. Symbolically, we can assert that LEADER-
CENTERED UC/UM members are “wandering in the wilderness”, just as the Israelites did in the Exodus. 
DP speaks of a pattern of 1st-course “lesser”, 2nd-course “equal”, or 3rd-course “greater” indemnity. That 
is, in any given scenario of RESTORING some Fallen-condition, the “1st course” of indemnity we are 
offered requires the most “faith”, but is the most easy in terms of the DURATION AND DIFFICULTY of 
physical and spiritual suffering. The “2nd course” requires less “faith”, but more suffering. The “3rd/final” 
course requires the least “faith”, but its DURATION AND DIFFICULTY are greatest. An example of this is 
the biblical story of the Israelites’ leaving Egypt. Their “1st course” would have been the shortest, (i.e. just 
21 days of walking through the land of hostile Philistines). Their “2nd course” was a long detour through 
the Red Sea, (i.e. 21 months), which they also failed to attain. Their “3rd/final course” meant they all had 
to die in the wilderness, (i.e. 40 years of wandering in the wilderness), and only those born in the 
wilderness were allowed to finally reach Canaan. Tragically, it may be only the children of UC members 
who finally obey TF’s PRIME DIRECTIONS, or even more tragically, it may take 400 years, (or even 
longer), before those PRIME DIRECTIONS are obeyed....  But DP is clear, that one way or another, sooner 
or later, come hell or high water, those PRIME DIRECTIONS WILL HAVE TO BE OBEYED 100% to effect 
"Restoration"!  
 
The problem is that there is a “disconnect”, between what Rev. Moon directs, and what the LEADER-
CENTERED so-called “leaders”/appointees and LEADER-CENTERED members actually do. The so-called 
"leadership" of the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM has always:  
[A] deviously impeded and/or even maliciously sabotaged all 360-home Home-Church work 
[B] prevented any change to a 100%-MEMBER-CENTERED STANDARD in the UC/UM 
[C] refused to allow the creation of any Unificationist Constitution & Laws 
[D] imperiously demanded mandatory "tithes" and/or "donations" 
So we can be certain that “following” so-called “leaders”/appointees in the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM 
will keep the UC/UM forever “wandering in the wilderness”, paying 100%-satanic indumbnity.  
 
This revelation of the concept of “indumbnity” means that sincere, altruistically-meant, difficult, and even 
seemingly-admirable sacrifices are actually satanic, anti-God, anti-Salvation, and anti-Restoration, 
because those specific sacrifices are “not due”, for any number of either simple or complex reasons. A 
simplistic example would be the sacrifice of giving money to a homeless person, who spends it on cocaine 
or alcohol. A pertinent example would be the sacrifice of obeying, (or even listening to), a person who 
claims to be an “Abel-figure”, “Central-Figure”, or “leader” in the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM, who in 
fact is in abject disobedience to Rev. Moon’s PRIME DIRECTIONS.  
 
Those four PRIME DIRECTIONS are arguably THE MOST LOVING directions Rev. Moon has EVER 
issued, bar none, because they truly liberate us from needing to kowtow to the one-dimensional, self-
serving, slave-driving “Central Figures” who form the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM so-called 
"leadership". Rev. Moon has proven that His bravery is absolute in this matter, because His PRIME 
DIRECTIONS have led insider UC-power-mongers to secretly despise Him, deviously attack Him, and 
even cause devastating upheavals in the UC/UM, especially since June 13, 2006, when, (in Peace-Message 
5), He said, "This (UC-tithe) cannot be an imposed tax; it has to be a gift that citizens offer willingly to 
Heaven with joyful hearts". That REALLY $mashed their imperious, world-subjugation plan$.  
 
Of course, a claim might be made that it's better to be a disciplined slave in the LEADER-CENTERED 
UC/UM, (especially for very young people), than to fall prey to "Fallen-World" pitfalls, (such as drug 
use/addiction or "free sex", ETC.). In fact, in quotes #86 and #87 of my "Book Review", Rev. Moon 
covered this subject on Dec. 14, 1980, AT: 
http://tparents.org/Moon-Talks/SunMyungMoon80/801214.htm 



He said, "you won’t need Unification Church any more", and you will never again need any "Abel-
figure"/leader to "give you direction" if you obey His PRIME DIRECTION to succeed in your 360-home-
area Home-Church work. He then said, "Otherwise, you need someone to help discipline your life". But 
the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM has satanically twisted and obfuscated this reality, by deceptively, 
methodically keeping you UNINFORMED, and hence, SUBSERVIENT. This UC/UM subservience, 
(ostensibly to God's Will), is a slippery-slope path manipulated by the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM 
hierarchy, to negate your conscience and permanently imprison you in a zero-integrity, lockstep existence 
in which your first priority is to always ingratiate yourself with that inherently-corrupt hierarchy. So we 
may be so weak, ragtag, and easily tempted, that we choose to be disciplined slaves in the LEADER-
CENTERED UC/UM, but God might tolerate that short-term, indentured slavery ONLY if we are enabled 
to give our INFORMED CONSENT. To solidify and enforce the authority of that INFORMED-CONSENT 
necessity, ALL members and so-called "leaders"/appointees, (AS WELL AS ALL THOSE WE WITNESS 
TO), MUST be thoroughly, continually educated with the FULL TRUTH in this Primer and in my DPES 
document, AT: 
http://true-parents.blogspot.com 
 
Concerning “indumbnity”, how CAN you determine the difference, between indemnity/suffering that is 
“as due” to you, and (faux-indemnity)/suffering that is “NOT as due” to you? DP states that the 
indemnity/suffering that is “(as due)” to us, is determined by both our own sins, AND the sins of our 
ancestors, (which seems patently unfair). But there it is. And since no one normally knows or understands 
the sins of anyone other than at most their immediate ancestors, it would appear that we’re “in the dark”, 
in trying to determine what indemnity/suffering is “due” to us.  
Nevertheless, there is an accurate “answer”, to this question. First, we have not only the right, but the duty 
to avoid suffering that is not due to us, since it is against God’s Will that we waste our time and effort on 
“anti-Restoration indumbnity”. Given that reality, we can therefore take any actions to avoid suffering that 
do not “break any DP rules”. And what does “break-any-DP-rules” mean? That’s also hard to nail down, 
but it does have a valid, applicable meaning.  
HERE IS AN EXAMPLE:  
A man somehow gets through the “bodyguards/tribe” surrounding Rev. Moon, and pleads with Him to 
“teach him DP”. It is obviously God’s Will that this man should learn DP. But Rev. Moon, decades ago, 
paid the indemnity of teaching DP to individuals, and God’s Will is that Rev. Moon presently has “bigger 
fish to fry”. Therefore, (in my opinion), Rev. Moon would avoid this “indemnity/work”, because it is not 
“as due” to Him, and at best, He might refer this man to someone who will teach him DP, or simply direct 
this man to study His 2007 “15 Peace Messages”, which He created as an 8-hour summarization of the vast 
content of DP.  
HERE IS A SECOND EXAMPLE:  
To obey a so-called “Abel Figure” or “UC/UM boss” who claims we should obey them, we at the very least 
need to be able to trust that person, and we cannot trust someone who is in abject, perennial disobedience 
to Rev. Moon’s PRIME DIRECTION to END the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM and create a 100%-
MEMBER-CENTERED UC/UM. If they haven’t even done what is necessary to win our trust, then it is 
certainly not God’s Will that we obey or even assist them in any way. And if they lose our trust at any 
point, we should stop obeying or assisting them. If necessary, that means that we may end up 
“obeying/attending” only Rev. Moon, (in our heart), which God certainly can accept and recognize as our 
100% effort, (certainly for as long as the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM exists). 
So in the New-Testament Age, God wanted to separate the sheep from the goats. In this Completed-
Testament Age, God must separate the “caring, discerning, parental sheep” from the “indumbnity-paying, 
spineless, passively complicit sheep”, who can never be “true parents”. In an akin disparagement, 
Mohandas K. Gandhi once said, “A coward is incapable of exhibiting love; it is the prerogative of the 
brave”. 
HERE IS A THIRD EXAMPLE:  
If DP is valid, then we know for a fact that those four PRIME DIRECTIONS are guaranteed to be “as due” 
indemnity/work, for each and every person on Earth, (and in Spirit World), which of course includes UC 
members. However, there will be ongoing, internal, (as-due)-(NOT-as-due) complexities, as to which 
suffering is “as-due” or “NOT-as-due”, in the day-to-day work one does in one’s 360-home area. I 
remember at one time my life was seriously threatened by a drug addict in my HC area, and I searched my 
soul, as to whether I should partially-retreat or ignore the threat, (and very likely die). In quote #93 in my 
“Book Review”, TF said, “When you visit 360 homes, you will be kicked 360 times, but still you must go. 
You have to shed (your) blood, but even if you die at home church you will still be better off”. But the 
remaining context in that speech proves TF did NOT mean that we should arrogantly confront such a 
death-threat, even if it slows down our HC work.  
So the (as-due)-(NOT-as-due) quandary will remain, concerning day-to-day specifics. But still, it is a 
tremendous blessing to know that obeying those four PRIME DIRECTIONS is clearly “as-due” indemnity, 
whereas obeying LEADER-CENTERED so-called “leaders”/appointees is definitely “NOT-as-due” 
indumbnity, to anyone. We can even extrapolate this reality, to assert that the suffering/sacrifices 
generated by obeying those four PRIME DIRECTIONS are the ONLY indemnity that is “(AS DUE)” to UC-
members. And even then, that “(as-due)” indemnity will be perfected only within the yet-to-be-created, 
100%-MEMBER-CENTERED UC/UM. Higher-level, (as-due) indemnity-conditions will be revealed on 
the national and international levels, to those who obtain that minimum-84 HC-goal; but for those who do 
not obtain that goal, even the validity of their UC-Blessing Marriage is brought into question.  
 
Of course, each and every person on Earth, (and in Spirit World, for that matter), is “responsible” to 



become a UC "member", (at least in their heart). So if they do not accept that responsibility, (i.e. receive 
the UC Blessing with their spouse, and try to obey at least Rev. Moon’s PRIME DIRECTIONS), then all 
bets are off, as to what vast mass of suffering/sacrificing indemnity WILL BECOME “(AS DUE)” to 
them.  In the same vein, UC-members who do not obey those PRIME DIRECTIONS will also inherit a vast 
mass of additional suffering/sacrificing indemnity that WILL BECOME “AS DUE”, as a “2nd-course” or 
“3rd/final course” consequence.  
 
FURTHER CORRUPTING THE TEACHING OF DP 
A second example of “manipulation/tampering” with DP has been the obscuring or deletion of the concept 
of the naturally expected, even necessary “disagreements” that DP predicts MUST OCCUR, for Restoration 
to take place. Of course, “UC/UM power mongers” are motivated to alter/obscure or delete any DP 
content that would encourage you to think you have the right, (and indeed the duty!), to disagree with 
them. As at:  
http://www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Books/DP73/DP73-2-4.html 
http://www.unification.net/dp73/dp73-2-4.html#7 
, the original 1954-to-1973 DP states:  “So we must understand the fact that STRUGGLES and wars are 
also phenomena in the course of separating good from evil, in order to fulfill the purpose of 
goodness....  ...We see from this that in the providential course of restoration, false things present 
themselves in the form of true ones before the true ones appear.”  
So in this case the “false things” are the “UC/UM power-mongers” and the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM. 
Thus, to the degree that we have allowed them to get their way, “Restoration/Salvation” has not and will 
not occur. According to DP, we do not have to hate the LEADER-CENTERED “UC/UM power-mongers”, 
but we must defeat them at any cost, even to save them from the dire consequences they are causing to 
themselves, as well as to all humankind.  
And some “necessary disagreements” can also be completely positive, such as at:  
http://www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Books/DP73/DP73-1-5.html 
http://www.unification.net/dp73/dp73-1-5.html#3.3 
SECTION II - PROVIDENCE OF RESURRECTION 
2. THE PROVIDENCE OF RESURRECTION FOR EARTHLY MEN  
(6) Spiritual Phenomena Occurring in the Last Days  
It states, “...This kind of horizontal conflict is INEVITABLE (between people who are BOTH doing God’s 
Will), because God gives each (person) the revelation that he is a lord in order to encourage him to do his 
very best in carrying out the purpose of the providence of restoration.”  
 
It certainly seems obvious, that the above recognition, (in the “original” 1954-to-1973 DP), that we have 
not only the right, but the duty to challenge anything done or taught by any UC/UM member or “leader”, 
(as the integrity of our character calls us to), has been altered/obscured or deleted, in ALL other forms of 
DP published since 1973. And there are many other examples of “official manipulation” of “officially 
published DP-content”, that facilitate the illicit goals of LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM power-mongers.  
 
In addition, LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM literature and members like to claim that “living for the sake 
of others” is God’s Will. But that’s a half-truth LIE. If we understand the difference, between true 
indemnity and deceptive indumbnity, then we’ll understand that LIE. Power-mongers in the UC/UM 
simply want to use this concept, to force us to believe we should work as they demand, cloaking their 
deceit under the catch-all, slimy ambiguity of “living for the sake of others”. They’ll even produce a quote 
from Rev. Moon, (which is of course out of context), saying we must “live for the sake of others”, (so we 
should obey THEM). But living ARBITRARILY “for the sake of others” is satanic indumbnity, because that 
suffering/sacrifice is “NOT due” to anyone. God’s Will, on the other hand, is that we FIRST “live for the 
sake of” the people in our 360-home, HC area. And it’s crystal-clear, that we are NOT responsible for that 
361st home, no matter what those lying, power-mongering “leaders” in the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM 
claim.  
 
HARROWING CONCLUSIONS 
So, all you UC-members who read this Primer, what do you think? Are you going to stop tithing to the 
LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM? Are you going to put your tithe into your HC, and let that Home-Church 
Providence guide you to put down roots, rather than being kept subservient and forever shuffled around 
by the LEADER-CENTERED UC/UM? Are you going to begin to DEMAND and FACILITATE the creation 
of a Unificationist Constitution & Laws? In toto, are you going to DEMAND and FACILITATE the creation 
of a 100%-MEMBER-CENTERED UC/UM?  
Isn’t that where true, honest, comprehensive obedience to God’s Will resides for you? It’s clear that it is, 
according to TF and DP; and history will judge you accordingly.  
 
Wow... 
 
Amen & Aju!, [pronounced ah-jjjoo with a rolling "j", which sounds similar to "zzzzz"], (i.e. as owners of 
the Universe, we reside in the Kingdom of God, and we affirm God)  
 


